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Abstract— Several routing algorithms for mobile ad hoc

networks (MANETs) have been proposed in the recent past

[1], [2], [3].

With the exception of a few, these protocols (i) involve

all nodes in the route management process, (ii) rely on the

use of broadcast relays for route computation, and (iii) are

primarily reactive in nature. Related work [4], [5] has shown

that the capacity utilization in ad hoc networks decreases

significantly when broadcast relays or “broadcast storms”

are performed frequently. This effect is compounded when

all nodes in the network take part in the route computation.

We propose and study an approach based on overlaying

a virtual infrastructure (adaptation of the core, proposed in

[3]) on an ad hoc network and operating routing protocols

over the infrastructure. The core enables routing protocols

to use only a subset of nodes in the network for route man-

agement and avoid the use of broadcast relays. Using the

ns-2 simulator [6] , we evaluate the performance of two ad

hoc routing protocols, DSR [1] and AODV [2], when they

are operated over the core and compare their performance

against those of their basic versions.

Keywords— Virtual Infrastructures, Ad hoc Routing.

I. IPJTRODUCTION

Ad hoc networks are multi-hop wireless networks that

are composed of mobile hosts communicating with each

other through wireless links. These networks are typically

characterized by scarce resources (e.g. bandwidth, battery

power etc.), lack of any established backbone infrastruc-

ture, and a dynamic topology. A challenging but critical

task that researchers have tried to address over the past few

years has been the development of routing protocols that

suit the characteristics clf ad hoc networks. The scarcity of

resources, lack of an infrastructure for performing routing,

and the constantly changing topology render conventional

routing protocols inappropriate for the target environment.

While several ad hoc routing protocols have been pro-

posed in recent years [It, [2], [3], [7], [8], we choose two of

these protocols, DSR and AODV, because of their promi-

nence in the ad hoc networking research community and

ready availability y of ns-2? code. While DSR and AODV

have consistently been ;shown to perform well under var-

ied network characteristics [4], [5], [9], the protocols share

two fundamental traits that inherently bound their per-

formance: (i) both protocols require flooding of route re-

quests, and (ii) they perform the flooding using broadcast

relays which use “local broadcasts. We now briefly present

intuitive reasons for why the two protocol characteristics

cause performance degradation:

●

✎

●

High Protocol Overhead: The number of messages is

of the order of the number of nodes in the network.

Unreliability of Broadcasts: Several studies [5], [10]

in the past have demonstrated the inefficacy of using

local broadcasts - because of their unreliability - to

convey information to all nodes in a wireless network.

Interference due to Broadcasts: Since local broadcasts

are not transmitted with the otherwise required RTS-

CTS handshakel they can potentially result in colli-

sions with the other packets (including other broad-

casts) in the network resulting in an overall reduction

in the network utilization.

In this paper, we study the impact of overlaying a vir-

tual infrastructure on the ad hoc network and operating

the routing protocols over the infrastructure. The infras-

tructure should ideally have a minimal number of nodes

(subject to some constraints that we elaborate upon in the

next section) and should support an efficient and robust

means of propagating information to all nodes in the in-

frastructure. In CEDAR[3], a related work that proposes

a QoS routing protocol for ad hoc networks, the authors

propose a virtual infrastructure called the core2 that ap-

proximates a minimum dominating set of the underlying

network, and a QoS routing protocol that resides on the

core. We propose a dynamic self-configuring infrastruc-

ture that is an adaptation of the core infrastructure, and

schemes in which DSR and AODV can be made to operate

over the core. We show through extensive simulation re-

sults that the core infrastructure enhances the performance

of the two protocols under varied network characteristics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section

2, we present an overview and characterization of AODV

and DSR, and motivate the need to address the problems

that arise because of network wide floods and broadcast

storms. In Section 3, we present our approach by describ-

ing the core infrastructure and demonstrate how the core

alleviates the fundamental problems identified in Section

2. In Section 4, we present the changes made to the basic

lWe assume the use of an IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol in the rest

of the paper. However, we discuss some MAC layer enhancements

specific to our approach later in the paper.

‘Similar approaches have also been proposed in [11], [12], [13], [14],

[15], [16].
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versions of DSR and AODV in order to operate them over

the core infrastructure. In Section 5, we present simula-

tion results to evaluate the performance of AODV and DSR

when they operate over the core infrastructure against that

of their vanilla versions and in Section 7 we conclude the

paper.

II. MOTIVATION

In this section, we first present an overview of DSR and

AODV, the two ad hoc routing protocols that we consider

in this work. We then characterize the protocols and iden-

tify common characteristics that limit their performance.

Finally, we identify the key goals that need to be achieved

to alleviate the problems.

A. Overview of Routin~g Protocols

A.1 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)

DSR is an on demand routing protocol that makes use

of source routing and an aggressive caching policy. Details

on mechanisms of DSR can be found in [1].

Several features of DSR including on-demand route re-

quests, source routing, and aggressive caching are desir-

able in ad hoc networks. On-demand routing optimizes the

routing traffic by performing route computation only when

necessary; Source routing precludes the need for route-loop

detection mechanisms; and the aggressive caching policy is

useful for limiting the number of nodes to which a route re-

quest propagates. However, DSR also suffers from the fol-

lowing problems [5], [9]: First, DSR floods route requests

in the network using a series of local broadcasts. These lo-

cal broadcasts which are transmitted as MAC broadcasts

interfere with each other and with ongoing data traffic, as

they are not protected using RTS and CTS control packets.

Second, the aggressive caching in DSR heavily depends on

source routing, which has high byte overhead and can lead

to proliferated stale information. Finally, source routing

and flooding in the network pose scalability concerns for

large networks.

A.2 Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV)

AODV is also a reactive protocol that computes routes

only on-demand. Nodes in the network maintain dist ante

vector tables to facilitate routing. Details on AODV mech-

anisms can be found in [2].

AODV’S desirable features are its lower byte overheads

in relatively static networks (recall that DSR stamps a

source route on every data packet) and loop free routing

using destination sequence numbers. However, it suffers

from the problems discussed earlier: flooding of route re-

quests and the use of MAC level broadcasts to propagate

floods. In the rest of the section, we study the problems

with DSR and AODV in more detail and identify the goals

that need to be achieved to solve the problems.

B. Flooding and Broadcast Storms in DSR and AODV

The common properties of both the protocols which

limit their performance are elaborated in the remaining

section.

B.1 Flooding of Route Requests

Both DSR and AODV use network-wide floods as their

base mechanism for computing routes. Although, DSR and

AODV have specific mechanisms targeted towards limiting

the number of nodes to which a route request is propa-

gated, the mechanisms turn out to be effective only to a

limited extent. In particular, the use of caching in DSR

will be effective in limiting the area of propagation of a

route request as long as there exist active flows that pass

through, originate from or are destined for the required des-

tination and the cached information is present at enou,gh

number of nodes to prevent the route request jkom percolat-

ing through to a wider area of the network. Furthermore,

the caching cannot be made too aggressive since an overly

aggressive caching policy can backfire in the form of prolif-

erated stale information [9]. In AODV, the problem is more

pronounced because intermediate nodes can respond to a

RREQ message only if they have an entry in their distance

vector table for that particular destination, and a node will

have an entry in its table only if a flow that originates

from or is destined for that exact destination traverses the

node. Finally, the expanding ring search mechanism also

has its own set of limitations including (i) an increase in

route computation time due to the multi-phase route comp-

utation process, and (ii) ambiguity in computation of the

timeout value for triggering a RREQ with a larger time to

live value,

B.2 Inefficacy of Local Broadcasts

The second common characteristic that the two proto-

cols share is the use of broadcast storms to achieve flooding

which has the following problems:

● Local broadcasts are inherently unreliable because of

the absence of any RTS-CTS-Data-ACK exchange,

and the problem becomes even more significant when

such broadcasts are performed in a series, one after

the other, In [5], the authors extensively evaluate the

performance of broadcast storms in an ad hoc net-

work and demonstrate its inefficacy. [5] identifies three

key issues with broadcast storms: (i) redundant trans-

missions by nodes after all neighbors have received a

message through other paths, (ii) contention because

of neighboring nodes trying to forward the same mes-

sage that they just received to their respective neigh-

bors, and (iii) collisions because of the absence of RTS-

CTS-Data-ACK exchanges for broadcasts. In moder-

ately sparse graphs the expected number of nodes in

the network that will receive a broadcast message was

shown to be as low as 80’Yo. Figure 1 illustrates the

unreliability of broadcasts with increase in network
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load through a simulation study. The network con-

sists of 50 nodes moving in a 1500x300m area using

a random way-point model, with a pause time of O

seconds and maximum speed of 20m/s. The simula-

tion was run for 900s. Network wide broadcasts were

issued for various number of background CBR flows,

and the reachability of the broadcasts was measured.

The average number of nodes reached when the net-

work load is low (10 flows at 4 packets per second) is

around 85%. However, as the network load increases,

this value starts falling and reaches around 73% for 50

flows in the network.

. The second problem associated with local broadcasts

is the interference they cause with the other traffic

in the network. Broadcasts do not use a RTS-CTS-

Data-ACK exchange and hence, can cause a consid-

erable number of collisions. This in turn can reduce

the overall network utilization. Figure 2 illustrates

this phenomenon through a scenario similar to the

one used for Figure 1. It shows the impact of local

broadcasts on the data traffic in the network. The

figure illustrates the degradation in the data delivery

rate due to increase in the number of collisions with

increase in the numlber of broadcast storms in the net-

work. The degradation in the data delivery rate is not

just due to the collisions and is in fact more seriously

affected by other factors including MAC back-off be-

cause of collisions and consequent buffer overflows at

the interface queue. Further, the broadcast storms

cause collisions with not just data packets (see Figure

2) but also with other broadcasts.

Hence, an idea,l solution would reduce the number of

nodes involved in route computation and eliminate broad-

cast storms.

III. THE CORE ARCHITECTURE

A. Overview

In this section, we shc)w that overlaying a virtual infras-

tructure over the underlying network achieves the goals

and we present the details of such an infrastructure. In

a related work, [3] proposes a QoS routing protocol called

CEDAR, for ad hoc networks, that employs a virtual in-

frastructure called the cor-e3 and uses the core for perform-

ing route computation, In CEDAR, a set of nodes is dy-

namically elected to form the core of the network by ap-

proximating a minimum dominating set (MDS) of the ad

hoc network. The MDS is computed in a distributed fash-

ion using only local computation and local state. Each

core node maintains the local topology of the nodes in

its domain, and also performs on-demand route compu-

tation on behalf of these nodes. By virtue of being a

3Similar approaches have also been proposed in [11], [12], [13], [14].
Although any of these approaches can be used as the virtual infras-
tructure in place of the core, the focus of this paper is merely to
study the utility of virtual overlay infrastructures for ad hoc routing
protocols and not to propose one particular infrastructure.

minimum dominating set, the core has fewer nodes than

the underlying network. For the core computation, every

node needs to send periodic beacons. [3] also proposes a

broadcast scheme for the core, which however is not de-

sirable for reasons stated later in the section. Hence, we

borrow the fundamental idea of the core and its mainte-

nance from CEDAR and propose our own core-broadcast

mechanism that achieves efficient and robust floods on the

core. In the rest of the section, we identify problems with

CEDAR’s core broadcast mechanism, and describe in de-

tail the new core broadcast scheme that we use. Note that

while CEDAR has other components including the waves

and its own routing protocol, we do not use any of those

components in this work.

B. Core Broadcast

The CEDAR protocol has its own core broadcast mecha-

nism. Briefly, each core node maintains an explicit tunnel

with each of its “nearby” core nodes (core nodes in the

3 hop neighborhood). When it receives a core broadcast

message, the core node uses the tunnels to make unicast

transmissions of the message to all its nearby core nodes.

However, the mechanism is not a desirable one because of

the following reasons: (i) since core nodes need to know

about their nearby core nodes, each core node sends peri-

odic ctcore advertisement” messages that are propagated in

the three hop neighborhood adding to the protocol over-

head, (ii) the tunnels are set up using explicit exchange

of messages between core nodes and hence contribute to

the proactive overhead component. Further, static mainte-

nance of tunnels between core nodes makes the core broad-

cast mechanism vulnerable to link failures, (iii) the tun-

nels are maintained using soft state and require periodic

refreshing. If the refresh period is set to a large value (to

reduce overhead), the tunnels can be stale leading to losses

of core broadcast messages, (iv) since an explicit tunnel is

maintained between every pair of nearby core nodes, over-

lapping of tunnels is possible, leading to redundant trans-

missions of a message.

Hence, we propose a new core broadcast mechanism in

this

.

●

●

section that has the following goals:

Eficiency: The minimality of the core size implies

that only a small number of nodes in the network need

to be reached for every core broadcast. In addition,

the number of messages required to reach the core

nodes should be minimized.

Robustness: The core broadcast mechanism used for

reaching core nodes should be robust to link failures

that can occur frequently in highly dynamic scenarios.

Low cost: We have thus far discussed several problems

attributed to broadcast storms. Hence, we want the

core broadcast mechanism to avoid performing series

of local broadcasts. Further, any computation done

for achieving the core broadcast should ideally involve

only local computations in order for the core broadcast
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Fig. 1. Reachability of a network-wide broadcast Fig. 2. Interference due to Broadcast Storms

to be scalable.

Our iipproach achieves the efficiency of a tree based for-

warding mechanism without requiring any explicit tree or

tunnel maintenance, Thus, we achieve the same efficiency

as the core broadcast mechanism in [3], with a much more

robust :mechanism which also requires less messaging. The

core broadcast traverses the links of a tree which reaches

all the core nodes, using unicast messages. This tree is

computed dynamically and locally using information car-

ried in the beacons. The source node and the intermedi-

ate nodes compute a subset of its neighbor set, called the

forwarding set, for forwarding a core broadcast. This set

is computed dynamically and chosen in such a way that

it guarantees that all core nodes in the same component

of the network will receive the core broadcast. The core

broadcast message is then sent individually to each of these

selectecl neighbors in the forwarding set, using unicasts.

The algorithm for forwarding set computation and the

proof of correctness are presented in the Appendix. Fig-

ure 3 illustrates the forwarding set computation by node 1,

which is based on the partial topology learnt using the bea-

cons. Computation of the subset of neighbors which will

form the forwarding set is done at every node and it uses

information contained in the beacons. The beacons from

core nodes do not contain any core broadcast specific in-

formation, however, the ones from non-core nodes contain

the list of core neighbors and the list of the dominators of

the non-core neighbors. Neighboring nodes 2 and 3 are in-

cluded in the set-as they are known to be core nodes, based

on the beacons heard from them. Node 4 is included in the

forwarding set as it has core neighbors (nodes 10 and 11).

The core nodes which are part of the forwarding set, or are

known to be reachable from the members of the forward-

ing set, constructed so far are said to be covered by the

forwarding list. Node 5 is not included in the forwarding

set as core node 11 (that it covers) is already covered by

node 4. Node 6 is included as it leads to node 13 but node

7 is not included as the core node it covers (node 2), is

already part of the forwarding set. Thus, nodes 2, 3, 4 and

6 form the forwarding set for node 1.

While the mechanisms described thus far achieve a

broadcast on the core, we use added MAC functionality

to further optimize the overheads of the core broadcast.

The additional MAC functionalities include the provision

for a negative CTS (NCTS) control message. This is used

by nodes to avoid duplicate or unwanted reception of core

broadcast messages. The MAC needs to maintain a cache

of recently received core broadcast messages. Core broad-

casts are identified by a unique core broadcast ID which

consists of a sequence number5 assigned by the origina-

tor of the core broadcast, and the source ID. The message

id cache maintained in the MAC layer is updated based

on both received and snooped (promiscuous mode) pack-

ets. This further leads to performance improvements in

two cases: (a) when a node snoops out a core broadcast

message targeted towards another node, it sends an NCTS

later when an RTS arrives for the same message, and (b) if

it is found through snooping that a neighbor has received a

particular core broadcast message, the MAC layer abstains

from forwarding the message to that neighbor even if the

forwarding set includes the neighbor.

Since a node does not receive the same core broadcast

twice, the eficiency of our core broadcast mechanism is at

least as good as tree based forwarding. Further, our opti-

mization and promiscuous listening based core broadcast

cache management mechanisms enable the core broadcast

to perform even better than tree based forwarding. Unlike

the core broadcast in [3], the links on which to forward

the core broadcast are computed dynamically and hence is

more robust to link failures. Thus we achieve the design

goals of efficiency and robustness. Instead of flooding us-

ing local broadcasts, our core broadcast mechanism uses

a series of unicasts, thus avoiding broadcast storms [5] in

the network. As the forwarding set computation is local

information based, we achieve message dissemination to all

core nodes without using any global computation.

4see Appendix for explanation 51 byte would suffice.
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IV. THEE NHANCED PROTOCOLS

A. DSRCEDAR

Recall from Section III-A. 1 that DSR has the following

key features: (i) the initiation and propagation of route re-

quests (RREQ), gratuitous route replies ( GRREQ), route

replies (RRZW) and route error (REM) messages, (ii) ag-

gressive route cache management, and (iii) source routing.

DSRCEDAR layers DSF~ on CEDAR retaining the above

features of DSR and bringing in the advantages of the core

infrastructure. Like DSR, DSRCEDAR uses RREP, GR-

REP and RERR messages for route reply, gratuitous route

reply and route error respectively. The route query mech-

anism however is based on the core broadcast, rather than

a simple flooding of the RREQ messages. Beaconing, core

computation and core broadcast, are the features infused

into DSRCEDAR because of the core infrastructure. The

merger alleviates some of the limitations due to flooding in

DSR. The key features of DSRCEDAR which are distinct

from DSR are as follows:

. Implicit Ring Zero Search: The information contained

in the beacons allow every node to create a partial

topology of up to three hops. If the destination

is reachable in this partial topology, then the route

obtained from this topology is the computed route.

Thus the proactive information available from the

CEDAR architecture enables DSRCEDAR to avoid

a core broadcast in some cases. Note that the par-

tial topology includes the neighbors of the node and

hence unlike DSR, a Ring Zero Search is not needed

for discovering a destination which is one hop away.

● Core Broadcast: When a route to the destination is not

available in the cache and the proactive information

has also failed to provide a route to the destination, a

core broadcast is initiated for the destination, rather

than a flood as in the case of DSR.

Recall that unlike local broadcasts used in flooding,

the core broadcast messages are sent as a sequence

of unicasts. As discussed earlier (Section III-B), the

●

●

reduced message complexity of the core broadcast re-

sults in significant savings in RREQ packet overhead

as compared to DSR. However, this savings comes at

the expense of periodic beaconing.

Fewer RREP: In DSRCEDAR a node receives a core

broadcast message only once, and therefore, any node

sends at most one RREP per core broadcast. This

is in contrast to DSR, where all route queries reach-

ing the destination are responded to, resulting in a

possible route reply flood. Although the packet over-

head caused by a route reply flood could be offset by

the resulting heavy caching, leading to higher cache

hits, it has problems in networks with high load. In

such scenarios, route error messages could be missed

by promiscuous listeners resulting in stale caches and

route reply floods could worsen the situation by ag-

gressively spreading the stale information.

Proactive information based packet salvation: In DSR,

undeliverable packets are salvaged at intermediate

nodes by using alternate routes from the route cache.

In addition to this mechanism for packet salvation,

DSRCEDAR benefits from information obtained from

proactive beaconing. Currently, we use a simple mech-

anism to patch the source route, upon a link failure.

On the remaining source route in the packet, we lo-

cate a node to which a path is known, based on the

proactive information available through beacons. The

source route in the packet is then accordingly modi-

fied. Since the route traversed is already in the packet,

a repeated node in the new route indicates a loop and

the packet is dropped.

B. A OD VCEDAR

We refer to the version of AODV running over CEDAR

as AODVCEDAR and the vanilla version of AODV as

AODV in the rest of the paper. Recall from Section 2

that the AODV protocol has three key components: (i)

the initiation and propagation of route request (RREQ)

messages, (ii) initiation and propagation of route reply
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(IUL!W) rnessages and (iii) the maintenance of the distance

vector table. In AODVCEDAR, only the propagation of

RREQ messages is different from that of AODV and the

other two components are maintained as in AODV. Thus,

while the propagation of RREQ messages on the network

are done using the core broadcast mechanism, the original

mechanisms of AODV cc)me into play once the destination

or an intermediate node having a route to the destination

receives the RREQ message and replies to it.

When a source requires a route to a destination, it gen-

erates a core broadcast of the RREQ message. When the

message reaches the destination’s dominator, the domina-

tor suppresses any further core broadcast and forwards the

RREQ message directly to the destination. The destina-

tion then replies with an RREP message. The propaga-

tion of the RREP message is the same as in AODV. When

the RREQ message reaches a domain in which one of the

nodes has a route to the destination, the intermediate node

replies with an RREP message as in AODV.

The propagation of RREQ messages using core broad-

cast proves to be beneficial to AODV since a significant

portion of AODV’S overhead stems from the propagation of

its RREQ messages [4], 19]. We now elaborate on the ben-

efits AODVCEDAR enjoys when operating over the core

infrastructure:

. Lower Route Request Overhead: The propagation of

RREQ messages over the core significantly reduces the

route computation overhead. While AODV floods the

RREQ message to a majority of the nodes in the net-

work, AODVCEDAR restricts the RREQ propagation

using core broadcast. Hence, AODVCEDAR saves

considerably in terms of the packet overhead and byte

overhead when compared to AODV. Fhrther, the ab-

sence of broadcast storms (recall that the core broad-

cast uses only unicast transmissions) helps in better

utilization of the network by avoiding the problems

pointed out in Section 2. We show how this translates

into better overall data delivery performance in the

next section.

. fimplicit Zero-level Expanded Ring Search: Like in

DSRCEDAR, AODVCEDAR also performs an im-

plicit zero-level ring search before performing a net-

work wide core-broadcast and hence saves on proto-

col overhead in cases where the destination is in the

neighborhood.

. Route Salvation: AODVCEDAR performs route sal-

vation as in DSRCEDAR. However, AODVCEDAR

lacks the source route information that DSRCEDAR

has to perform route salvation. Hence, in AOD-

VCEDAR, the core nodes maintain explicit informa-

tion to perform re-routing of packets on a route fail-

ure. Core nodes maintain this information through

snooped RREP information. Specifically, when an

RREP message is forwarded back to the source, each

intermediate core node that receives (or snoops) the

message notes down the identifier of the next core

node on the path to the destination. In the event

of a route failure, the node upstream of the link fail-

ure sends the packet to be re-routed to its domina-

tor. The dominator then uses its salvage information

(the next hop core node for that particular destina-

tion) and core-broadcast tree information to forward

the salvage packet to the next core node. Each core

node then forwards the re-routed packet to the sub-

sequent core node on the path to the destination till

the packet reaches the dominator of the destination.

The packet is then directly sent to the destination.

Thus, AODVCEDAR utilizes the proactive informa-

tion that is maintained in the core infrastructure to

perform re-routing of salvaged packets.

In the next section, we evaluate DSRCEDAR and AOD-

VCEDAR and compare their performance against those of

their basic versions.

V, SIMULATIONS

In this section, we compare the performance of the en-

hanced protocols DSRCEDAR and AODVCEDAR against

that of their vanilla versions, through simulations on the

ns-2 network simulator. We present the following set of

results:

1. Characterization of the core infrastructure: Since the

size of the core plays a significant role in the corre-

sponding overheads in the enhanced protocols (route

requests are flooded only among core nodes), in the

first set of results we show the average size of the core

infrastructure. We also show the average number of

nodes that receive and hence, process a route request.

2. Data delivery percentage: In the second set of results,

we present the data delivery percentages (total num-

ber of packets delivered over the total number of pack-

ets sent) of DSRCEDAR and AODVCEDAR along

with that of their plain counterparts. We show that,

across varied scenarios, the enhanced protocols per-

form better than their respective vanilla versions. We

also discuss the reasons behind the improvements.

3. Routing protocol overheads: In the third set of re-

sults, we present the byte overheads (includes bea-

coning overhead) for the four routing protocols. The

byte overheads are normalized with respect to the to-

tal number of received data packets and data bytes

respective y. We show that, across different scenarios,

the performance of the enhanced protocols have over-

heads similar to the vanilla versions. We then revisit

the issues with DSR and AODV presented in Section 2

and briefly discuss how these issues are resolved by the

core infrastructure leading to the overhead ~avings.

4. End to end delay: In the fourth set of results, we

present the average end to end delay experienced by

CBR packets. We show that the delay is higher in the

enhanced protocols. We briefly identify the reasons
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that result in the higher delay and discuss ways to

reduce it.

The ns version used for the simulations was ns-2.lb4a

and included the ad hoc wireless extensions provided by

the Monarch research group at CMU. The core protocol

was written as an independent agent in ns and was then in-

terfaced with the routing protocols. Minimal changes were

made to the basic routing protocols to enable them to op-

erate over the core and the changes were restricted strictly

to the modifications discussed in the previous section. The

functionality of the MAC layer in the original CMU ns ex-

tensions was updated to include message ID caching and to

send negative acknowledgments when required. The MAC

layer otherwise retained the default characteristics of the

IEEE 802.11 protocol. The transmission range and the

channel capacity used were 250m and 2Mbps respectively.

All other settings at both the MAC and the routing layers

were ret ained as in the cwiginal dist ribut ion.

We show the simulation results for two different topolo-

gies: Topology 1 consists of a grid with dimensions 1500m

x 300m and 50 nodes, while topology 2 consists of a 1500m

x 1500m grid with 100 nodes. CBR traffic with a packet

size of 512 bytes was used for the data traffic in all sim-

ulations. Beacons are sent out once every second. How-

ever, beacons are piggybacked onto data packets whenever

possible. For each of the scenarios, we evaluate the pro-

tocols with different number of flows (10 and 20 sources)

and different packet rates (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 packets per

second). Each simulation was run for a period of 450 sec-

onds. Source-destination pairs were generated randomly

and flows start randomly in the interval between O and

80 seconds. The mobility model used was the same as in

[4], [5], [9] where nodes randomly pick a destination, move

towards the destination at a speed uniformly distributed

between zero and a maximum speed (maximum speed was

20 m/s for all simulations), and on reaching the destina-

tion stay there for pause amount of time6, before repeating

the whole process.

A. The Core Infrastructure

In this section, we present some results to provide an

intuition to the benefits that the core brings with it to the

performance of the routing protocols. We present two met-

rics: (i) the average number of core nodes in the network

at any given instant, and (ii) the average number of nodes

involved in a route computation process.

We show the average number of core nodes for two

topologies (1500x300m and 1500x1500 m). The pause time

was varied from O seconds to 900 seconds for the two sim-

ulations and the simulations were run for 900s. Figure 4

shows the number of core nodes decreases with more sta-

6We would like to note here that extensive simulations were also

done with other settings (packet sizes of 64, 256 and 1024 bytes,

pause times of 25 and 50 seconds etc.) besides the ones presented

here. While the results were similar in nature to the ones presented

here, they have been excluded for lack of space

bility. The number of core nodes in both the scenarios is a

small fraction of the total number of nodes. Figure 5 shows

the average percentage of nodes forwarding the route re-

quest message. The scenario used was 1500mx300m with

50 nodes and 900s simulation run. The percentages for the

CEDAR versions are much lesser than that of the basic

protocols. The reduction in the number of nodes involved

is because of two reasons: (i) the reduced number of nodes

(core nodes) to which a route request should be flooded in

the worst case, and (ii) the use of MAC level suppression

to perform a tree-based forwarding as opposed to a full

flood.

B. Data Delivery

In this section, we show the percentage data delivered

for the four protocols. For each topology, we use both 10

sources and 20 sources. The packet rates are varied be-

tween 1 packet per second and 5 packets per second. For

larger packet rates, the network gets overloaded[4], [9] and

the performance of all protocols suffer uniformly7. The

pause times used were O seconds and 100 seconds respec-

tively. Figures 6-9 show the percentage data delivered by

the four protocols in each of the scenarios.

It can be observed from the figures that the performance

of the enhanced protocols improve over their basic versions

uniformly in all the scenarios. Typically, the enhanced

protocol that is the best in a particular scenario is the

one whose basic version does better of the two basic ver-

sions. Specifically, DSR (hence DSRCEDAR) does better

than AODV in the more dynamic scenario (pause time O

seconds), while AODV (hence AODVCEDAR) does better

than DSR in the more static scenarios. However, an inter-

esting point to note is that the difference between the two

enhanced protocols is considerably decreased when com-

pared to the difference between the basic versions.

The improvement in the data delivery is because of three

main reasons: First, one or two hop routes, which are ob-

t ained from the partial topology learnt from beacons, elim-

inate routing overhead to some destinations. Further, the

partial topology is used for packet salvation. Second, since

the route request is not flooded in the core enhanced proto-

cols, the route response time is much lesser, thus reducing

queuing time and improving performance. Additionally, in

DSRCEDAR, the RREP is not flooded as in DSR. Third,

the series of local broadcasts initiated by the route requests

in DSR and AODV could collide with ongoing data trans-

missions lowering the performance of the basic protocols.

The core enhanced protocols are not based on flooding,

and hence have higher throughput.

7However, we are currently working on improving the performance

of AODVCEDAR and DSRCEDAR even in the case of overloaded

scenarios. We provide some ideas on this in the next section.
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C. Protocol Overhead

In this section, we p:resent the overheads for the four

routing protocols in the scenarios that were described in

the previous section. Although both packet and byte over-

heads were measured, due to lack of space we show only

the byte overhead for all the scenarios in Figures 10-13

and show a representative plot for packet overhead results

(Figures 14).

In Figures 10-13, AODVCEDAR performs significantly

better than AODV (upto 50% in the more dynamic scenar-

ios). The reasons are twofold: (i) AODV’S route request

is typically a flood of the network, However, in AOD-

VCEDAR, the route request is flooded only among core

nodes, and (ii) the flood among core nodes is achieved

through the core broadcast mechanism that uses only uni-

cast transmissions and does a tree based broadcast. Hence,

the performance gains of AODVCEDAR is chiefly consti-

tuted by the savings in the propagation of route request

messages. Since more number of route requests are gener-

ated in more mobile scenarios, the performance difference

widens with increasing mobility. DSRCEDAR on the other

hand performs worse than DSR in the 1500x300m scenario,

and comparable with DSR in the 1500x1500m scenario.

The reason for the absence of a significant improvement

in the performance overhead of DSRCEDAR over DSR, is

the aggressive caching policy that DSR employs. However,
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the aggressive caching policy turns out to be counterpro-

ductive in highly mobile scenarios (see Figures 6-9) where

the cached information is more often than not stale and as

a result of which DSR’S data delivery percentage suffers.

The packet overhead graph shown here and other studies

show that the packet overhead of CEDAR enhanced pro-

tocols are comparable to that of the vanilla versions.

D. End to End Delay

The fourth set of results we present is the average end

to end delay of CBR packets in the network. Figure 15

shows the average end to end delay experienced by CBR

packets for each of the four protocols. The enhanced pro-

tocols show an increased end to end delay for CBR packets.

The increase in delay is because of two reasons: (i) the en-

hanced protocols use unicast transmissions for their route

request messages. Hence, each route request transmission

undergoes an RTS-CTS-Data-ACK handshake and conse-

quently takes more time and in the process delays trans-

mission of packets further back in the interface queue, and

(ii) there is no explicit decoupling of the data path from

the core in the current implementation of the enhanced

protocols. Consequently, core nodes typically participate

in more number of routes and hence have a larger queue

buildup leading to larger end to end delays.

We are currently experimenting with some preliminary

measures to address the increase in end to end delay. The
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measures include: (i) explicit decoupling of the data path

from the core, (ii) load balancing in the network, and (iii) a

lightweight core broadcast mechanism that requires fewer

transmissions per core broadcast.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Several infrastructure-less ad hoc routing protocols, such

as DSR and AODV, involve all the nodes in the network

for routing and use flooding as the principal mechanism

for route querying. Flooding, which is typically achieved

through repeated local broadcasts is plagued with prob-

lems such as, high overhead, low reachability and collisions

with other data packets.

We present an approach that attempts to alleviate flood

related limitations of ad hoc routing protocols by overlay-

ing the core infrastructure [3] on the underlying network.

The core broadcast mechanism presented is substantial

modified from [3] and it achieves an efficient, robust, and

low overhead mechanism to flood on the core. Through

extensive simulations using ns-2, we demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness of the core in enhancing the performance of the

routing protocols. In most cases we have observed up to

10% improvement in packet delivery percentage. While we

observe significant improvements for packet and byte over-

heads in dynamic scenarios, the overheads are comparable

in more static networks.
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APPENDIX A

Forwarding set computation for Core Broadcast: By

virtue of beaconing, each node knows all its core neigh-

bors. All such nodes are included in the forwarding set.

The non-core neighbors are added to the forwarding set if

one of the following two conditions is satisfied:

. The non-core node has a core neighbor which is not

covered by the forwarding list. The core nodes which

are part of the forwarding set, or are known to be

reachable from the members of the forwarding set,

constructed so far, are said to be covered by the for-

warding list.

● The non-core neighbor has a non-core neighbor whose

dominator is not covered by the forwarding list.

The core broadcast cache is now used to delete nodes

from the forwarding set which are known to have received

this particular core broadcast, The updated forwarding set

is then inserted in the core broadcast message which is used

while promiscuously listening to core broadcast messages,

as explained earlier. The correctness of the core broadcast

mechanism relies on this forwarding set computation, and

has been proved8.

Sproof omitted due to space constraints.
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